**APPLICATION RATES**

1-3 L/ha in a minimum of 200 Litres of water

**ROOT DRENCH AND SOIL APPLICATION - As a general rule**

1-2 times the foliar application rates

**NPK 13-15-15** CONTAINS CHELATED MICRONUTRIENTS AND WHEN USED AS DIRECTED IS HIGHLY SUITABLE -

- To be used alone or as an adjunct to liquid nitrogen fertilisers * For all irrigation systems * For foliar, root drench or soil applications * To help alleviate plant stress or nutritional disorders * For aerial application * To generally promote plant health, quality and yield * And is compatible with most agricultural chemicals.

Optimum results will be obtained from several applications when applied to foliages. NPK 13-15-15 should be used during the cooler parts of the day. On certain plants, additional benefits may be obtained by the use of a good quality non-ionic wetting agent. For low volume or mister application a minimum of 20 litres of water per hectare is recommended.

If mixing with other chemicals, adhere to the following sequence: Water NPK 13-15-15-other chemical. (If compatibility is in doubt, mix a small amount in a suitable container and observe the results

**FIRST AID**

If poisoning occurs, contact a doctor or Poisons Information Centre Ph: 13 11 26. If in eyes, flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical assistance. Do not attempt to induce vomiting. Contact a doctor or Poisons Information Centre immediately.

**SPOILAGE**

Hose small spillage (less than 1 litre of concentrate) away with a large excess of water. Large spillage should not be directed to drains. Large spillage should be absorbed in sawdust or sand and the absorbent material containing the product disposed of in a sealed container at an approved disposal site.

**PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE, FISH, CRUSTACEA AND ENVIRONMENT**

Do NOT contaminate streams, rivers or waterways with the chemical or used containers.

**SAFETY DIRECTIONS**

Harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Avoid inhaling spray mist.

**PRECAUTIONS**

Avoid application under extremes of climate eg. Rapid drying conditions, extremely slow drying conditions, frost rain or when frost or rain are anticipated

**COMPATIBILITY**

RUTEC products are widely compatible with many agricultural chemicals. Contact your distributor for information.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Store in the closest original container, in a well-ventilated area as cool as possible. Protect from frost. Do not store for prolonged periods in direct sunlight.

Triple rinse containers before disposal and add hosing to tank mix or dispose of rinseate in a disposal pit away from desirable plants, their roots and watercourses.

On-site disposal of undiluted chemicals is unacceptable. Destroy empty containers by breaking, crushing or puncturing them. Dispose of the containers at a local authority landfill that does not burn its refuse. If there is no local authority landfill readily available in your area, bury the container to a depth of 500mm or more at a licenced/approved disposal site. In some states wastes can only be buried at a licenced landfill. Do not burn empty containers or product.
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